1. **DEFINITIONS**

In these Terms & Conditions, the following words or expressions shall have the following meanings:

1.1 **Allocation Communication:** a communication sent from MCC confirming the allocation of a Suite to a successful Applicant as further defined in the Suite Terms & Conditions;

1.2 **Applicant:** any Member applying through the Suite Ballot;

1.3 **Applicant’s Email Address:** the email address registered to the Applicant’s account on the Platform;

1.4 **Application:** an entry in the Suite Ballot by an Applicant;

1.5 **Candidate:** a candidate for membership of the Club and whose name is in the candidates’ book;

1.6 **First Test Match:** the men’s England v Ireland Test Match scheduled to be played on the Match Day;

1.7 **MCC:** Marylebone Cricket Club, incorporated by Royal Charter under number RC000862 of Lord’s Ground, London NW8 8QN;

1.8 **Lord’s:** Lord’s Cricket Ground, London NW8 8QN;

1.9 **Match Day:** any day of the dates shown on the Platform for the (i) First Test Match; (ii) Second Test Match; (iii) One-Day International; and (iv) T20I Match all of which have been scheduled to be played at Lord’s for which an Applicant has been successful in licencing a Suite;

1.10 **Member:** a Full Member of MCC from time to time (and a Senior or Associate Member of MCC from time to time for such days on which the MCC Committee has determined that they have membership privileges) who has submitted an Application pursuant to these Terms & Conditions;

1.11 **One-Day International:** the men’s England v New Zealand one-day international scheduled to be played on the Match Day;

1.12 **Platform:** MCC’s ticket platform at [http://tickets.lords.org](http://tickets.lords.org);

1.13 **Second Test Match:** the men’s England v Australia Test Match scheduled to be played on the Match Day;

1.14 **Suite:** either the Experiential Suite, a Private Suite or the Ultimate Suite (as defined in the Suite Terms & Conditions);

1.15 **Suite Ballot:** the ballot to allocate and allow an Applicant to licence a Suite;

1.16 **Suite Terms & Conditions:** the terms & conditions for the daily licence of a Suite for the Match Day copies of which are available on [www.lords.org/termsandconditions](http://www.lords.org/termsandconditions);

1.17 **T20I Match:** the women’s England v Australia T20I Match scheduled to be played on the Match Day; and

1.18 **Terms & Conditions:** these terms and conditions.
2. SUITE BALLOT

2.1 The Suite Ballot is run by MCC.

2.2 A Suite is offered for licence via the Suite Ballot and Applicants are asked to specify in the Application which type of Suite they require. Each Suite type has a separate Ballot.

2.3 Only Members are eligible to enter the Suite Ballot and no fee or purchase is necessary to enter the Suite Ballot.

2.4 Each Suite is subject to availability and for the avoidance of doubt, an Application does not guarantee a Suite.

2.5 By entering the Suite Ballot, Applicants will be deemed to have accepted and agreed to be bound by these Terms & Conditions and the Suite Terms & Conditions which are hereby incorporated into these Terms & Conditions save that in the event of any discrepancy between these Terms & Conditions and Suite Terms & Conditions, these Terms & Conditions shall prevail.

2.6 The Suite Ballot opens at 10:00 on 19 October 2022 and closes at 16:00 on 17 November 2022. Any Applications received outside this period will not be considered, even if the Application appears to have been registered.

2.7 Applicants are limited to one Application for each Match Day. No bulk entries will be accepted and duplicate entries will be disqualified.

2.8 Applications may only be made for days one to four of the First Test Match and Second Test Match. For the avoidance of doubt, no entries can be made for the fifth day of the Second Test Match.

2.9 Applicants who have been successful in purchasing Suites will receive the Allocation Communication and thereafter the Suite Terms & Conditions shall apply. The outcome of the Suite Ballot selection communicated by MCC is final.

3. CANDIDATES

In the event that Suites are available following the Suite Ballot, the Suites shall be allocated on a first come, first served basis to Candidates during a priority period from 10:00 on 15 November 2022 up to 16:00 on 17 November 2022, subject to availability and thereafter the Suite Terms & Conditions shall apply.

4. GENERAL

4.1 MCC cannot accept any responsibility for any damage, loss, injury or suffered by an Applicant as a result of making an Application or as a result of not obtaining a Suite.

4.2 MCC is not responsible for any technical glitches or malfunctions or any other problems out of its control that result in an Application not being properly received by MCC.

4.3 MCC reserves the right to: (i) vary these Terms & Conditions, including without limitation as regards the closing date for the Suite Ballot; (ii) disqualify any Applicant who breaches these Terms & Conditions or has acted fraudulently in any way; and/or (iii) cancel, amend, withdraw, terminate or temporarily suspend either the Suite Ballot in the event of any unforeseen circumstances or technical reason outside its control, with no liability to any Applicant.

4.4 Any Member entering the Suite Ballot who is found to have made false or deliberately misleading statements in relation to any aspect of their Application, then such Member may expect to be referred to the Club’s Disciplinary Panel.

4.5 Any personal data collected by MCC shall be processed by MCC in accordance with MCC’s Privacy Notice, which may be viewed at lords.org/privacynotice.

4.6 These Terms & Conditions are subject to and governed by English law.
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